
Three doves were sunning themselves in the back yard the other morning. The three of 
them snuggled down under a sparkling spray of water, shaking their bodies and rolling 
slightly back and forth, side to side. One kept lifting its wings, stretching them high up 
and out, evidently to bring the spray underneath its wings. As it lifted each wing, first one 
and then the other, and finally both at the same time, it looked as if it was reaching up 
with a psalm of praise for double dipping the rays of sun and water. 
 
They lay there in the sun and man-made shower for some time. I was entranced by the 
one who seemed intent on a full body wash. While its two companions soon flew away, 
this one remained, cocooned in an indentation near the bird bath. With its wings pulled to 
its body, it was almost impossible to see. If you did not know it was there you might 
mistake it for a rock or piece of wood. It had tucked its head under a wing, resting. Then 
it got up, stretched and walked toward the bird bath, lifting its wings, one by one to the 
sky, basking in this refreshment, seemingly content to be alone, at peace with its 
circumstances. 
 
The same sun warming that dove had seeped into my body. I had been miserable all 
night, my mind was filled with concerns and having forced myself to turn on the sprinkler 
I now found myself aware of the day. Other doves were cooing somewhere nearby. Three 
cactus had laughed in the face of 110 degrees and sent out deep red blossoms. My little 
Shi Tzu was tugging on a squeaky toy, making it chirp loudly.  
 
Some verses from the sixth chapter of Matthew rose to the surface of my thoughts: “…do 
not be anxious for your life, as to what you shall eat or what you shall drink, nor for your 
body as to what you shall put on. …Is not life more than food and the body than clothing. 
Look at the birds of the air, they do not sow neither do they reap…yet your heavenly 
Father takes care of them. Are you not worth much more than they?” 
 
Had those doves been expressing a thank you for God’s touch of sun and those drops of 
water? The one who decided to stay was just as alone as I, yet content to enjoy the 
moment. It seemed more assured of that Bible verse than me. As my wind chime played 
its haunting tune I glanced up at the puff of cotton clouds, down at the wise little dove, 
over at my playful canine companion, and drew in a breath of fresh air, hot as it was. 
 
I am so grateful for a Savior who cares enough to use a dove, a cactus bloom and an 
eleven year old “puppy” to express His care and comfort for His child. As I stepped 
inside, I uttered a heartfelt ‘Amen”. 
 
        -Author, Tina Hudson 


